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debird tracks your audio and then removes all the unwanted sounds with the
assistance of its multi-band processing. it provides four filters and a frequency
analyzer, so you can select the right area of your audio. thats what this plugin
does. you can choose the filter type. if you want more control over the process,
you can choose the individual adjustments. you can decide the parameters of the
filters, the type of filters that are used, and more. apart from that, debird provides
a constant level of noise filtering and the power of the filters will change based on
the type of sound you have in your track. you can directly control the noise
reduction process by clicking on the filters button. this process is fully automated,
so you can de-noise your music and get your desired sound without any other
problem. the noise reduction process is always selective. you can adjust the gain,
threshold, mix, attack, and release. you can also adjust the diffusion controls.
using these controls, you can modify and control the noise reduction process.
thats why this plugin has a variety of settings that can help you determine the
type of noise you have in your audio. if you want more control over the de-noising
process, then you should use the waves clarity vx. you will get the same visual
interface as debird, but you will have more to choose from. if you want to
understand your tracks, then this tool is perfect for you. you can check your track,
measure the level of the noise, adjust the settings, and the type of noise removal
that you want. this has more options than debird. you can use it to maximize the
process and de-noise your tracks without any problem.
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